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Letter from the director  

 

The TIK Centre’s activities this year were primarily aimed at starting up many new research projects 

and following up other concrete initiatives after an extremely expansive 2011. Rather than explicit 

expansion, 2012 was focused more on consolidating our activities, organizing new research projects, 

and integrating new personal into the work of the Centre.  

One important such activity was the start-up of the new national centre for environment-friendly 

energy research (FME), namely The Centre for Sustainable Energy Studies, CenSES in which TIK is a 

partner. Similarly, the new National Research School on Innovation offered – through the 

participation of TIK and an impressive roster of international innovation researchers –  its first 

doctoral courses in September 2012. 

Among publication highlights for 2012 were two special issues in internationally leading journals in 

which TIK researchers had roles as guest editors. Besides publications, TIK’s two research programs in 

“Science, Technology and Culture” and “Innovation” were also highly productive in terms of organizing 

seminars, international workshops and other academic activities. One notable such activity was a 

much-publicized lecture by Bruno Latour of Science Po, Paris as the Social Science Faculty’s annual 

“Eilert Sundt Distinguished Lecture in Social Science”, which was organized by the TIK Centre in 

November 2012.  

In research education, two doctoral candidates successfully defended their dissertations in 2012. 

Following a highly competive application process, the Centre also welcomed three new doctoral 

candidates (two in innovation, one in STS). Meanwhile, the Centre’s two masters’ programs admitted 

30 new students who started in fall 2012. 

In 2012 the TIK Centre was also joined by two new part-time professors (20% professor II), namely 

Brian Wynne, Lancaster University and Fulvio Castellacci, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs.  

The Centre was also fortunate to be able to strengthen its research and administrative capacity by 

employing a number of other new faculty, staff and doctoral candidates. In all, a total of 19 new people 

started new full- or part-time positions as TIK in 2012, including 2 part-time professors as noted above, 

1 associate professor, 5 post-doc fellows, 1 researcher, 3 doctoral candidates and 7 research assistents.  

  

Jane Summerton 

Professor, Director 
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1 – Highlights from 2012 – activities, initiatives, special events  

The activities of the TIK Centre this year were multifaceted and characterized by many new initiatives.  

This section provides a short overview of specific activities and initiatives in 2012 (see also 

publications and other results in other parts of this annual report).  

1.1 Research  

 New research projects with start-up in 2012: 

o “Synergies and Tensions in the Life Sciences, STILS” in collaboration between 

TIK, Gothenburg University and Copenhagen Business School 

o “Samhandling for forskning og innovasjon i hovedstadsregionen/Cooperative 

ventures for research and innovation in the capital area» 

o “Metrics for Innovation in Telenor” in collaboration between TIK and Telenor  

o “Internet Economy Research Community: Innovation, value creation and risks 

in the Internet economy” in collaboration between TIK, Telenor and London 

School of Economics” 

o ”Scoping paper on Innovation – a new guide.” 

o “Scoping paper on Developing University Innovation Capacity” in 

collaboration with University in Nordland.  

o “NHO: Den norske energierfaringen - et industriperspektiv/The Norwegian 

Energy Experience – an industrial perspective». 

o «R&D Policy by Sector: A Cross-Country Investigation» in cooperation with 

Norwegian Institute of International Affairs» 

o «Evaluering av NOS-HS virkemiddel Serier av eksplorative workshops» 

 

 TIK participated in the start-up of the new centre of excellence “Center for Sustainable 

Energy Studies”/CenSES in collaboration with a large number of academic and 

industrial partners.  

 

 The University of Oslo and TIK signed a contract for bilateral research cooperation 

with Telenor on «Internet Economy Research Community: Innovation, value creation 

and risks in the Internet economy». Besides TIK and Telenor, other partners include 

London School of Economics/LSE, the Department for Media and 

Communication/UiO, and the Department for Informatics, UiO.  

 

 TIK received a grant from the Social Science Faculty/UiO to engage professor Anna 

Tsing, University of California at Santa Cruz, as a new part-time professor (10% 

professor II) for three years. The appointment will be made in cooperation with the 

Department of Social Anthropology, UiO. 

 

 Some publication highlights (a few examples):  

o Norway’s Kulturråd purchased 1,000 copies of Kristin Asdal’s prize-winning 

book Politikkens natur, naturens politikk (The Nature of Politics, the Politics 

of Nature) for distribution to Norwegian libraries 

o Jan Fagerberg was one of three editors for a special issue “Exploring the 

Emerging Knowledge Base of 'The Knowledge Society’ ” in Research Policy.  

o Kristin Asdal was one of two editors for a special issue «Experiments in 

context and contexting» in Science, Technology & Human Values. 
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 TIK contributed to the development of a new UiO Action Plan for Innovation in 

connection with preparations for the UiO Theme Year “Innovation” in 2013.  

 

 TIK was responsible for the UiO Social Science Faculty’s “Eilert Sundt Distinguished 

Lecture in Social Science” by professor Bruno Latour, Science Po, Paris. The lecture 

was streamed and received considerable publicity. In connection with his visit, Latour 

also participated in TIK’s international doctoral course “Writing Nature” in 

collaboration with the UiO cross-faculty initiative Kultrans. Over 40 doctoral 

candidates from e.g. Australia, Canada, USA, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Denmark.  

 

 Visiting Researchers at TIK during parts of the year: professor Rolf Lidskog (Ørebro 

University), doctoral candidate Ingrid Mignon (Linkøpings university), doctoral 

candidate José Miguel Natera (Universidad Complutense de Madrid). 

 

 TIK’s Göran Sundqvist was Visiting Researcher at École des Mines, Paris in fall 2012. 

 

1.2 Education: ph.d. and master program activities 

 

 Tore Li successfully defended his doctoral dissertation Korporativt og storskalert 

gjennombrudd. Amerikanske, vesttyske og norske statsmakters engasjement i 

naturvitenskapelig og teknologisk forskning 1940 – 1965 (Corporative and large scale 

ventures: American, West German and Norwegian governments’ engagement in 

natural science and technological research 1940-1965). 

 

 Tone Druglitrø successfully defended her doctoral dissertation Å skape en standard for 

velferd. Forsøksdyr i norsk biomedisin, 1953-1986  (Producing a Standard for 

Welfare: Laboratory animals in Norwegian biomedical science, 1953-1986).  

 

 TIK has received funding for participating in a new national graduate school for 

innovation, “Norwegian Research School in Innovation” in collaboration with 

multiple national and international partners, e.g. NTNU, Norges Handelshøyskole og 

Copenhagen Business School.  

 

 TIK assumed scientific and administration responsibility for the UiO Social Science 

Faculty’s obligatory doctoral course in Theory of Science. administrativt ansvar fra 

våren 2012 og vitenskapelig ansvar fra høsten 2012. 

 

 TIK contributed to organizing the multidisciplinary, international doctoral course 

“After Fukushima: Climate Science, Nuclear Power, and Global Warming” within the  

Oslo Summer School. Course leaders were professors Gabrielle Hecht and Paul 

Edwards, University of Michigan. 

 

 TIK’s Sundqvist participated in UiOs multidisciplinary working group for 

strengthening the university’s doctoral education programs. 
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 TIK’s doctoral candidate Mads Dahl Gjefsen was guest researcher at the Harvard 

Kennedy School.   

 TIK’s student magazine Teknovatøren which is produced by the Centre’s master 

programs released its third and fourth issues, focused on the themes of “Controversies” 

(third issue) and “The Apocalypse” (fourth issue). The magazine is distributed 

internationally, among else within the European ESST-network.  
 

 

2 – The TIK Centre:  background, organization, facts and figures 

The TIK Centre at the University of Oslo was established by the senate (now the University Board) as 

an independent unit organized under the Faculty of Social Sciences in 1999. This unit was a merge of 

the former Centre for Technology and Human Values (TMV), the interdisciplinary “European master 

programme in Society, Science and Technology” (ESST) and the Prosjektforum (project forum, which 

is not longer a part of the centre).  

The TIK Centre carries out high quality research, education and research communication in the 

following areas (see also 3.2): 

• Science and Technology Studies (STS) 

• Innovation studies 

The TIK Centre’s activities are lead by a director who is responsible for overall scientific and 

administrative activities, assisted by a head of administration with delegated responsibility for 

administrative matters.  In addition, the director is assisted by a core leadership group that consists of 

the head of administration and the leaders of the Centre’s two research groups. The director reports to 

the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, as well as to the TIK Board which has overall governing 

responsibility for the Centre’s activities. 

The TIK Centre’s educational activities are lead by a doctoral program leader and a master’s program 

coordinator, in close cooperation with an Educational Program Council that consists of student 

representatives as well as the respective leaders. 

For information on TIK’s leadership and board, see appendix 1. 

 

Staff, doctoral candidates and visiting researchers 

At the beginning of 2013, the TIK Centre consisted of a total staff of 27,2 as follows: one 

director/professor, six professors, one associate professor, three part-time professors/associate 

professors (10-30% of full time), two researchers, five postdoctoral fellows, five administrative staff 

and twenty-two registered doctoral/Ph.D. candidates. During this time the Centre had 66 master 

students. In addition the Centre hosted four researchers as guest researchers for extended periods of 

time in 2011 (for all staff and guests, see appendix 2).    

For facts and figures about the TIK Centre’s activities, see appendix 3.   
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3 – Research groups and research projects at TIK  

Research at the TIK Centre is organized into two research groups: the Science, Technology and Culture 

research group and the Innovation Studies research group. 

3.1  Science, Technology and Culture  

TIK’s research in this area, which can be situated within the multidisciplinary field of Science & 

Technology Studies (STS), focuses on the ways in which science and technology are shaped, become 

institutionalized and become involved in politics. Science and technology are viewed as cultural and 

material practices that can be fruitfully studied from both historical and contemporary perspectives. 

Three questions that are central to TIK’s research in this area are: 

 How are scientific and technological objects produced? 

 How is scientific knowledge interpreted and used by various groups in society, particularly in 

connection with controversies and political processes? 

 What are the relationships between knowledge/expertise, politics and nature? 

Within these areas, one main concern is to understand the roles of experts in controversies 

surrounding nature, as well as the ways in which various historical, cultural and institutional contexts 

contribute to framing these controversies. Another important issue is to analyze the ways in which 

expert knowledge is used in environmental regulation, with a special focus on tensions between and 

expert-driven and a more democratic regulation. Yet another research interest is to understand the 

dynamics of HMS cultures within the petroleum sector, both with regard to actors’ interpretations of 

risks and the challenges of creating robust regulations.  

Research in this area is also committed to deepening current insights into various theoretical and 

methodological issues at the intersection of STS and history, as exemplified by the challenges that can 

be implied as “reading texts” and “writing in nature” in historical accounts.  

In 2012 the research group had 11 on-going, externally funded research projects as follows:  

Title of project Project manager  Financing 

Nature and science in politics Kristin Asdal 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Expertise and consumer-power. A project on 
the technologies of the politics of nature Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Transformations/Innovations Kristin Asdal 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Framing Public Engagement with New Energy Mads Dahl Gjefsen 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) in 
Society Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Robust Regulation in the petroleum sector Helge Ryggvik 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Den norske energierfaringen – et 
industriperspektiv  Helge Ryggvik NHO 
NORDICCS – The NordicCCS Competence 
Centre (in cooperation with Dept. of 
Geology,UiO as project leader) Knut Haukelid 

Research Council of 
Norway 
 

Newcomers to the farm (in cooperation with 
Dept. of Anthropology, project leader) Kristin Asdal 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge as a 
Policy Instrument Climate Policy Göran Sundqvist 

Research Council of 
Norway 

International Socio-Technical Challenges for Göran Sundqvist Research Council of 
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implementing geological disposal  Norway/ EU: Seventh 
Framework Program 

Expertise, Democracy and Environmental 
Regulation (in cooperation with Örebro 
University, project leader) Göran Sundqvist 

The Swedish Research 
Council Formas 

 

3.2   Innovation  

TIK’s research in this area focuses on understanding the complex and dynamic relationships between 

the technological, economic and social factors that contribute to innovation in various firms, sectors, 

regions and countries.  The point of departure for this work is that technological change and learning 

are important driving forces for societal change. Central questions include: 

 What characterizes innovation? 

 What are the relationships between innovations, economic growth and competition, and 

technological change?   

 How is knowledge created and used in innovation processes and systems, and what is the role 

of learning in such processes? 

 How can innovation studies and innovation theory contribute to our understanding of global 

issues such as knowledge-based economic dynamics, transitions in energy systems, and the 

role of public policy in modern economy? 

One main area of interest concerns the economics of innovation, i.e. how to explain differences in 

innovation and economic development between firms, regions and countries.  A second area focuses 

on understanding science and innovation policy, particularly the role of universities and firms in 

knowledge-driven policy. Issues related to innovation and growth in resource-based industries and 

economies (such as Norway) are also explored, i.e. why are these economics so successful?  Another 

area of research interest centers on analyzing the relationships between climate, technology and 

policy, particularly with regard to system-level transitions to renewable energies. Finally, work on the 

management of innovation in firms is also carried out within this research group.  

In 2012 the research group had 9 on-going, externally funded research projects as follows:  

Title of project Project manager  Financing 

Renewable energy as transition strategy Keith Smith 
Research Council of 
Norway 

Synergies and Tensions in Innovation in the 
Life Sciences (STILS) Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Policy Tools for Regional Innovation in Capital 
City Regions  Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Telenor Internet Value Network pre-project Magnus Gulbrandsen Telenor 
OECD Global Challenges/Science,Technology 
and Innovation Magnus Gulbrandsen OECD 
Centre for Sustainable Energy Studies 
(CenSES), a Centre for Environment-friendly 
Energy Research (FME)  Olav Wicken 

Research Council of 
Norway 

Internet Economy Research Community: 
Innovation and  Value Creation  

Magnus 
Gulbrandsen/Jarle 
Hildrum Telenor 

Måling av innovasjon i Telenor Jarle Hildrum Telenor 
Evaluering av NOS-HS virkemiddel av 
eksplorative workshops Hege Rudi Standal Norges forskningsråd 
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4 – Publications (journal articles and book chapters only) 

4.1 Journal articles 

Asdal, Kristin. “Contexts in Action - And the Future of the Past in STS”. Science, Technology and 
Human Values 2012; Volume 37(4) s.379-403. 
 
Asdal, Kristin.”Dyrs smerte og menneskers straff: tekst og kontekst i straffeloven av 1902.” Arr. 
Idéhistorisk tidsskrift 2012 (2). 
 
Asdal, Kristin, Moser, Ingunn Brita. «Experiments in Context and Contexting”. Science, Technology 
and Human Values 2012; Volume 37 (4) s.291-306. 
 
Chaminade, Cristina; Intarakumnerd, Patarapong; Sapprasert, Koson. “Measuring systemic problems 
in National Innovation Systems. An application to Thailand”. Research Policy 2012; Volume 41.(8) 
s.1476-1488. 
 
Clausen, Tommy Høyvarde; Fagerberg, Jan; Gulbrandsen, Magnus. “Mobilizing for change: A study of 
research units in emerging scientific fields”. Research Policy 2012; Volume 41. s.1249-1261. 
 
Clausen, Tommy Høyvarde; Pohjola, Mikko; Sapprasert, Koson; Verspagen, Hubertus. 
“Innovation strategies as a source of persistent innovation”. Industrial and Corporate Change 2012; 
Volume 21.(3) s.553-585. 
 
Fagerberg, Jan; Fosaas, Morten; Sapprasert, Koson.”Innovation: Exploring the knowledge base”. 
Research Policy 2012; Volume 41.(7) s.1132-1153. 
 
Fagerberg, Jan; Landström, Hans; Martin, Ben R. “Exploring the emerging knowledge base of 'the 
knowledge society'.” Research Policy 2012; Volume 41 (7) s.1121-1131. 
 
Fagerberg, Jan; Mowery, David C.; Nightingale, Paul. “Introduction: The heterogeneity of innovation—
evidence from the Community Innovation Surveys”. Industrial and Corporate Change 2012; Volume 
21.(5) s.1175-1180. 
 
Gulbrandsen, Magnus; Rasmussen, Einar. “The use and development of indicators for the 
commercialisation of university research in a national support programme”. Technology Analysis & 
Strategic Management 2012; Volume 24 (5) s.481-495. 
 
Myklebust, Sissel.”Bedriftshistorier i de nasjonale fortellingene”. Historisk Tidsskrift 2012; Volume 91 
(3) s.415-424. 
 
Rasmussen, Einar; Gulbrandsen, Magnus. “Government Support Programmes to Promote Academic 
Entrepreneurship: A Principal-Agent Perspective”. European Planning Studies 2012; Volume 20 (4) 
s.527-546. 
 
Røhnebæk, Maria. “Standardized Flexibility: The Choreography of ICT in Standardization of Service 
Work.” Culture Unbound. Journal of Current Cultural Research 2012; Volume 4. s.679-698. 
 
Sapprasert, Koson; Clausen, Tommy Høyvarde.”Organizational innovation and its effects”. Industrial 
and Corporate Change 2012; Volume 21 (5) s.1283-1305. 
 
Srholec, Martin; Verspagen, Hubertus. „The Voyage of the Beagle into innovation: explorations on 
heterogeneity, selection, and sectors”. Industrial and Corporate Change 2012; Volume 21.(5) s.1221-
1253. 
 
 
Wicken, Olav; Ville, Simon. ”The dynamics of resource-based economic development: evidence from 
Australia and Norway”. Industrial and Corporate Change 2012 s.1-31. 
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4.2 Book chapters 

Asdal, Kristin.”Versjoner av melk”. I: Rødt og hvitt. Om blod og melk i fortid og nåtid. Unipub forlag 
2012 ISBN 9788274775190. s.187-200. 
 
Boska, Kaja Christine; Lüders, Marika.“Innovation through Opera Software’s MyOpera community“. I: 
Innovation through Social Media : ISM 2012 workshop proceedings, Oslo, Norway, 
December 3, 2012. Akademika forlag 2012 ISBN 978-82-321-0088-0. s.98-103. 
 
Gulbrandsen, Magnus; Kyvik, Svein. “FoU-begrepet i universitetssektoren”. I: FoU-begrepet under 
press. Om møtet mellom forskningspolitikk og forskningsstatistikk. Tapir Akademisk 
Forlag 2012 ISBN 978-82-519-2526-6. s.117-136. 
 
Jónsdóttir, Ásdís.”Scaling Climate: The Politics of Anticipation”. I: The Social Life of Climate Change 
Models: Anticipating Nature. Routledge 2012 ISBN 
9780415628587. s.128-141. 
 
Lidskog, Rolf; Sundqvist, Göran.”Sociology of Risk”. I: Handbook of Risk Theory. Epistemology, 
Decision Theory, Ethics, and Social Implications of Risk. Springer 2012 ISBN 
9789400714328. s.1001-1028. 
 
Sundqvist, Göran.”Governing Unruly Technology: Swedish Politicians and Nuclear Power”. I: 
Transformations of the Swedish Welfare State: From Social Engineering to Governance?. Palgrave 
Macmillan 2012 ISBN 978-0-230-29341-0. s.56-70. 
 
 

4.3  TIKs Working Paper Series (paper publications) 

Ryggvik, Helge. Dypt vann i horisonten.  

 

 

4.4  TIK Innovation Studies Working Paper Series (electronic publications)  

 
Clausen, T, Fagerberg, J & Gulbrandsen, M. Mobilizing for Change: A Study of Research Units in 
Emerging Scientific Fields. 20120319 

 
Gulbrandsen, Magnus. But Peter’s in it for the money” – the liminality of entrepreneurial scientists. 
20120323 

 
Gulbrandsen, Magnus. The co-evolution of research institutes with universities and user needs: a 
historical perspective. 20120321  
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5 – Educational programs and other activities 

 

5.1  Doctoral program at TIK  

The TIK departmental doctoral study plan in Technology, Innovation and Culture is one of seven study 

plans within the doctoral program that is offered by the Faculty of Social Sciences at UiO. The TIK 

program aims to provide both research training and a broad base of advanced knowledge in theoretical 

and methodological approaches within STS and innovation studies. The program, which consists of 

obligatory course work and seminar participation in addition to thesis writing, is designed to be 

completed within three years of full-time study. The obligatory courses and seminars are:  

 TIK9001 Theory and History 

 TIK9011 Science and Technology Studies 

 TIK9021 Innovation Studies 

 TIK9101 Obligatory Ph.D. seminars 

A completed doctoral degree in Technology, Innovation and Culture is equal to 180 ECTS credits, 

which consists of 150 credits of thesis work and 30 credits approved course work and seminar 

participation. 

As of December 2012, TIK had 20 registered Ph.D. Research Fellows, of which 12 in STS and 8 in 

innovation studies. For information about students and their supervisors, see appendix 3. 

 

5.2  Masters programs at TIK  

The TIK Centre offers two masters programs as follows: 

 Masters program in Technology, Innovation and Knowledge (“TIK masters”, 2 year degree 

program) 

 European Masters Program on Society, Science and Technology (“ESST masters”, 1.5 year 

degree program) 

The Masters program in Technology, Innovation and Knowledge is a multidisciplinary program that 

aims to understand the role of technologies and knowledge as cultural and social phenomena in 

modern economies and societies. The program thus analyzes various dimensions of the knowledge 

society, where core issues are how technologies and knowledge are created and used in politics, firms, 

organizations and other parts of society. While firmly rooted in STS and innovation studies, the 

program draws extensively from relevant research findings from sociology, anthropology, history, 

philosophy, economics and economic history. Organizationally the program consists of one year of 

course work followed by one year of writing a thesis. The program is designed to provide students with 

a firm base of knowledge for future positions in a range of areas related to technology’s development in 

society, innovation strategies and the politics of knowledge, as well as serve as a basis for participation 

in research projects or doctoral studies. For more information, see www.uio.no/studier/program/tik-

master. 

The European Masters Program on Society, Science and Technology is offered within the framework 

of an educational cooperation among 14 universities who participate in the joint European Program on 

Society, Science and Technology (ESST-network). While this program at TIK is similar in its course 

http://www.uio.no/studier/program/tik-master
http://www.uio.no/studier/program/tik-master
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offerings to the TIK-masters as described above, there are two important differences. The first is that 

the ESST masters program encourages students to study at one of the participating European 

universities during their second and third semester by taking courses within these universities’ areas of 

academic specialization.  The second distinction with this program is that it encompasses 1.5 years of 

study, thus consisting of somewhat less academic course work and shorter thesis writing time than the 

TIK masters. The ESST masters is designed to provide students with competence within areas related 

to the development of science and technology in e.g. public administration, firms, public and private 

research and consultant institutes, and innovation-based organizations . A recent study by the Faculty 

of Social Science at UiO showed that candidates within this program obtain employment most quickly, 

reflect an even balance between employment in public and private sectors, and often have the highest 

salary levels. For more information, see www.uio.no/studier/program/esst-master. 

In 2012, the TIK Centre admitted 20 students to the TIK-master program and 10 students to the ESST-

master program.  

 

5.3  Student magazine Teknovatøren 

TIK’s student magazine Teknovatøren was founded in late 2010 by students within TIK’s masters 

programs under the leadership of Christian Guttormsen and a first board of directors that consisted of 

five master students. In early 2011 they published what became the first semi-scientific journal of 

innovation and technology studies at the University of Oslo. Teknovatøren aims to be a popular 

science forum for technology and innovation studies by contributing to increased public knowledge 

about these fields. The magazine also acts as an important portal for students to exhibit and practice 

journalistic writing – a style of writing that is scarce in academia. Furthermore, Teknovatøren seeks to 

be a social and academic unifier amongst the students at the TIK Centre, as well as strengthen ties 

between students and faculty members.  The magazine is supported economically by the TIK Centre as 

well as other sponsors.  

In 2012 Teknovatøren was released in two volumes, one on the theme Controversies and one on the 

theme of The Apocalpyse  (both in English). The English magazine has been distributed widely within 

the European ESST-network, see 4.2.  

  

http://www.uio.no/studier/program/esst-master
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7 TIK’s work environment  

 

TIK continued to take initiatives to strengthen its work environment both intellectually and socially. 

Employee dialog meetings (“medarbeidersamtaler”) were carried out with all personnel, and a work 

place improvement plan was drawn up and implemented in virtually all areas. The Centre’s 

international seminar series continued to be an attractive and dynamic intellectual meeting place for 

all staff and guests, see appendix 4.  Socio-professional events included  the TIK Wednesday lunch 

with periodic short research presentations from staff, the annual “master mingling” between staff and 

new students in September, celebrations of various events, participation of “Team TIK” in the annual 

Holmenkollen running relay race in May, and numerous parties. 
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Appendix 1:  TIK’s Leadership and Board 2012 

 

Director:   Jane Summerton, professor 

Head of Administration  Anne-Cathrine Wesnes, M.A. 

 

Leadership Group:  Jane Summerton 

    Anne Cathrine Wesnes 

    Magnus Gulbrandsen, professor  

    Göran Sundqvist, professor 

 

Board: 

Marianne E. Lien, professor, Dept. of Social 

Anthropology (chair) 

Substitute: Hanne Haavind, professor, Dept. 

of Psychology 

Tore Tennøe, director, Norwegian 

Technology Council (vice-chair) 

Substitute: Erland Skogli, manager, Analysis 

and industrial policy, Hovedorganisasjonen 

Virke 

Helge Jordheim, project manager and 

researcher, KULTRANS 

Substitute: Tania Storsul, professor, Dept. Of 

Media and Communication 

Åse Gornitzka, Associate Professor, Dept. Of 

Political Science 

Substitute: Christian Krohn-Hansen,   professor, 

Dept. of Social Anthropology 

Elisabeth Harstad, Director of Research, Telenor Substitute: Daniel Ras-Vidal, advisor NHO 

Kristin Asdal, professor, scientific rep TIK Substitute: Sissel Myklebust, associate 

professor, TIK 

Jens Hanson, Ph.D. Research fellow, TIK Substitute: Hilde Reinertsen, Ph.D. research 

fellow, TIK 

Tina Næss, Senior executive officer, TIK  Substitute:Øystein Moen, higher executive 

officer, TIK 

Jan Hiroshi Lintvedt, student rep TIK  Substitute: Simen Gangnæs Enger 

Eirik Vigeland, student rep TIK  Substitute: Inga Elizabeth Bruskeland 
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Appendix 2:   Staff, guest researchers, doctoral candidates  

Professors, senior researchers, postdoctoral fellows 

Kristin Asdal, professor     Keith Smith, professor II (part-time) 

Jan Fagerberg, professor    Brian Wynne, professor II (part-time ) 

Magnus Gulbrandsen, professor   Fulvio Castellacci, professor II (part-time) 

Jane Summerton, professor 

Göran Sundqvist, professor 

Olav Wicken, professor 

Sissel Myklebust, associate professor   Anna Bergek, associate professor II (part-time) 

Knut Haukelid, researcher 

Helge Ryggvik, researcher 

 

Jarle Hildrum, postdoctoral fellow 

Stefanie Jenssen, postdoctoral fellow 

Ann-Sofie Kall, postdoctoral fellow 

Taran M. Thune, postdoctoral fellow 

Marina Solesvik, postdoctoral fellow 

 

Administrative staff 

Anne Cathrine Wesnes, Head of Administration 

Tina Næss, Senior Executive Officer  

Øystein Moen, Higher Executive Officer, Masters’ Program 

Luxman Rajasingam, Head Engineer 

Bente Bleskestad, Executive Officer 

 

Guest researchers 2012 (extended periods of time) 

Staffan Jacobsson, Chalmers tekniska högskola 

Rolf Lidskog, Ørebro universitet 

José Miguel Natera, Universidad Complutense de Madrid 

Eirik Frøhaug Swensen, NTNU 
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Doctoral candidates and supervisors  

Doctoral candidate Principal Supervisor Assistant Supervisor 

Siri Brorstad Borlaug Merle Jacob Magnus Gulbrandsen 

Tone Druglitrø Kristin Asdal  

Jørund Falnes Kristin Asdal Dagrun Skjelbred 

Morten Fosaas Jan Fagerberg Anna Bergek 

Mads Dahl Gjefsen Göran Sundqvist Sheila Jasanoff 

Jens Hanson Keith Smith Olav Wicken 

Erlend Hermansen Göran Sundqvist Hege Westskog 

Eivind Alf Jacobsen Göran Sundqvist Kristin Asdal 

Ásdís Jónsdóttir Tian Sørhaug Gísli Pálsson 

Sylvia Lysgård Göran Sundqvist Kristin Asdal 

Linda Madsen Kristin Asdal Ingunn Moser 

Turid Markussen Olaf H. Smedal John Law 

Håkon Normann Sjur Kasa Olav Wicken 

Hilde Nykamp Magnus Gulbrandsen  

Kjetil Olaussen Tian Sørhaug Runar Døving 

Ha Thi Bich Pham Olav Wicken Keith Smith 

Hilde Reinertsen Kristin Asdal  

Maria Røhnebæk Anne Marie Berg/ Lars 

Fuglsang 

Tian Sørhaug 

Guro Ådnegård Skarstad Kristin Asdal  

Hege Rudi Standal Magnus Gulbrandsen Merle Jacob 
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Appendix 3:    Facts and Figures  

 

Scientific publications 20121 22 

Master’s programs 2 

Bachelor programs 0 

Courses (master and ph.d.) 10 

PhD-students 20 

Scientific person years (2012)* 23 

Administrative person years (2012)* 4,25 

Total number of employees (2012)* 27,25 

Budget (2012) 25,9 mill. NOK 

Percent of the budget that is financed by external grants (2012) 51% 

Research projects with external funding (2012) 20 

*Source: Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) 

                                                           
1
 Kilde: Cristin (endelig godkjenning skjer 31. mars 2011) 
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Appendix 4  TIK’s seminar series 2012  

Spring 2012 

Date Speaker Title  

18 January  Jarle Moss Hildrum, TIK “Experiences from Scancor and 

new research projects with 

Telenor” 

15 February Sissel Myklebust, TIK «Frankfurtskolen i Behring 

Breiviks ideologi» 

29 February Brian Wynne, Lancaster 

University 

"Currents in co-production  in 

contemporary science-politics: 

GMOs, climate and more" 

8 March Magnus Gulbrandsen andTaran 

Thune, TIK 

"Institutionalised university-

industry relations: perspectives, 

methods and effects" 

14 March John Law, Open University; 

Ingunn Moser, Diakonhjemmet 

Høgskole; Brita Brenna and 

Kristin Asdal, UiO 

Kultrans seminar “Writing 

Nature in STS” 

15 March Steve Yearley,Edinburgh 

University 

"Climate change, climate hacks 

and the sociology of science" 

28 March Fulvio Castellacci, TIK and 

NUPI 

"The Dynamics of National 

Innovation Systems: a cross-

country analysis of the 

coevolution of innovative 

capability and absorptive 

capacity" 

4 April Jens Hanson, TIK 

Final dissertation seminar 

"Post-innovation improvement 

and the viability of renewable 

energy technologies" 

18 April Helge Jordheim, UiO "Tidsregimer I vitenskap og 

politick. Notater fra et prosjekt I 

startgropa" 

25 April Espen Sloth Andersen, Aalborg 

University 

"Schumpeter and the current 

crisis" 

2 May Rolf Lidskog, Ørebro universitet “When and how does science 

matter in international 

environmental governance? 

Detaching/attaching science  to 

policy” 

8 May Staffan Jacobsson, University of 

Gothenburg 

"The many ways of an academic 

researcher – an analysis of how 
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science is made socially useful" 

23 May Eirik Frøhaug Swensen, Roberg 

Lorenzo Jomisko, NTNU; Sylvia 

Lysgård, TIK 

"One state – different cultures: 

policy in the making" 

6 June Linda Madsen, TIK 

Final dissertation seminar 

 

4 April Mads Dahl Gjefsen, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

 

 

 

Fall 2012 

Date Speaker Title  

29 August  Mats Fridlund, Gøteborgs 

universitet 

“Att læra sig att leva med 

bomberna: den urbana 

terrorismens materialiteter och 

mentaliteter” 

3 September Siri Brorstad Borlaug, TIK 

Final dissertation seminar 

«The effect of research policies 

for excellence and innovation 

on university researchers in 

Norway and Sweden» 

5 September Krzysztof Szczygielski, Center 

for Economic and Social 

Research, Warszawa 

"Innovation Strategies and Firm 

Performance: an analysis of the 

Polish Community Innovation 

Survey Data" 

11 September Noortje Marres, Goldsmith 

College 

"Testing Powers of 

Engagement: Contraptions for 

Articulating Environments" 

19 September Kjetil Olaussen, TIK 

Mid-term dissertation seminar 

"Technologies of the 

Entrpreneurial Self” 

26 September Sarah J Whatmore, University 

of Oxford 

"Writing Nature in Geography" 

28 September David Mowery, University of 

California/Berkeley 

"Mission-oriented R&D and 

climate-change innovation: 

lessons from US IT?" 

3 October Paul Westhead, Durham 

Business School   

"Innovative Opportunity 

Pursuit, Human Capital and 

Business Ownership Experience 
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in an Emerging Region” 

10 October Helge Hveem and Carl H 

Knutsen, UiO 

"Technology, Innovation and 

Governance" 

24 October Stefanie Jenssen, TIK "Code Walking in Paris: Trying 

on (and out) my new ANT 

clothes in a new context (ure)" 

1 November Bruno Latour, Sciences Po 

Eilert Sundt Honorary Social 

Science Lecture, UiO 2012 

"Terrians against humans at the 

time of the antropocene” 

14 November Marina Solesvik, TIK "Entrepreneurial Alertness and 

Innovation: innovation 

networks in the Oslo/Akershus 

Region of Norway" 

28 November Helge Ryggvik, TIK "Hva kan vi lære av Deepwater 

Horizon-ulykken?” 

5 December Thomas Hylland Eriksen, UiO   "Overheating: speed and the 

crises of globalization” 

 


